Addition of 3' and 5' terminal phosphates to dApdA causes a decrease in conformational flexibility. pdApdAp has much fewer conforraers with energies below 2.5 kcal./mole than dApdA. The A, D and Watson-Crick (34) helices are the most preferred forms. Other important conformations are in the trans domain of \ji. Thus, flexibility in i() as well as in u>' and u, and in the sugar pucker is indicated. The transformation from the B helix to the Uatson-Crick helix follows a low energy path. This is significant since Watson-Crick conformations may be important for intercalation into nucleic acid polymers (40-42) above the dimer level. The B helix is preferred over the A form in these larger DUA subunits.
INTRODUCTION
The conformations of deoxy-and ribodinucleoside monophosphates have been under investigation for some years because these are the smallest subunits of DNA and RNA that possess all the conformational degrees of freedom of the larger polymer. Theoretical studies have revealed the conformational domains accessible to the backbones of these molecules (1) (2) (3) (4) and some studies have investigated the influence of the bases on conformation (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) . The conformations of 3',5' mononucleotide diphosphates were extensively investigated by . Extension of the dinucleoside monophosphate molecules by addition of 3', and 5' terminal phosphates has been investigated in absence of the bases for DNAs (14) and RNAs (4, 15) , while bases were included in studies of the ribodinucleotide triphosphates pApAp (16) , poly (8,2'-5-cycloadenylic acid) (16) and poly 8-bromoadenylic acid (17) . In the present work we investigate the conformational influence of 3',5' phosphorylation on the deoxydinucleoside monophosphate conformations calculated previously (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) , employing dApdA as a representative example. As in earlier work (10) , our calculations minimize the potential energy as a function of conformation, with the in-chain torsion angles and the deoxyribose pucker as flexible parameters. Figure 1 shows the structure of pdApdAp and the torsion angle definitions for the variable parameters. The potential energy calculations were carried out as detailed previously (10) , including Van " \ I I \i
METHODS
Structure, numbering scheme and variable conformational angle designations for pdApdAp. The dihedral angles A-B-C-D are defined as follows: X',X : O1'-C1'-N9-C8; <|i,ijil: C3'-C4>'-C5'-05': <t>* ,<J>' 1: P-03'-C3'-C4'; (>,((il: C4'-C5'-05'-P; as' : O5'-P-O3'-C3'; u : C5'-05'-P-03'; The angle A-B-C-D is measured by a clockwise rotation of D with respect to A, looking down the B-C bond. A eclipsing D is 0°. Sugar pucker is described by the pseudorotation parameter, P (44). 
gt t p*< O , r^-i is the distance in angstroms between atoms I and j , q^ is the partial charge assigned to atom i, £ is the dielectric constant, V Q fc is the barrier to internal rotation for the kth dihedral angle and 0^ is the value of that angle, K-j. is a force constant, T£ is the (strained) deoxyribose bond angle, and T o £ is the value that angle adopts at equilibrium. Also, k denotes the eight independent dihedral angles and I, the five deoxyribose bond angles.
Partial charges for the terminal phosphates, as for the rest of the molecule, were taken from Renugopalakrishnan, et al. (19 forms with 4-9 nucleotides per turn, depending on base sequence, for ribo-and deoxydinucleoside monophosphates (22, 23) . This agrees with fiber diffraction studies on single-stranded poly rC which has 6 nucleotides per turn (24) and poly 2'0Me-C which has 6 or 7 nucleotides per turn (25) depending on environmental conditions. We also calculate, for the alternating A and B form helical portions in the crystal of dApdTpdApdT (26, 27) The modified Powell algorithm (32) was used for the minimizations. The convergence criterion required that successive iterations produced no change greater than 0.1 degree in all 9 parameters. At tines 50 or more iterations may be required to meet this criterion. It is hazardous to cut off the minimizations earlier, as the routine can slowly work its way out of a valley to find a lower ninimun. As starting parameters, we employed all the low energy conformers previously obtained for dApdA (10, 18) . This is reasonable in view of the recent tniR findings on dTpdTpdT and dTpdTpdC (33) that deoxydinucleoside phosphates essentially conserve their intrinsic conformational features when incorporated into oligomers. Some trials were also made from the conventional staggered starting positions. These tended to yield higher energy forms, a reflection of the diminished flexibility of the 3',5' triphosphates.
RESULTS AHD DISCUSSION
Low energy forms. Tables I and II The C-3'-endo g+,t confonner of pdApdAp whose AE(1) was 0 has close contacts which warrent its elimination as the calculated lowest energy conformation.
It was no longer the lowest energy form in AE (2) . This aside, we observe that both sets of parameters yield the following most important conformers:
in the C-3'-endo domain with i|) -g + , the A helix, and with ij* " trans the The to',to -t,g (skewed) ifi -trans, C-2'-endo low energy confonner of dApdA also remains favorable in the 3',5' dlphosphate. Because of its extension, this conformation may play a role in the coil form of poly (dA) (18) .
The g region of ty is, however, further disfavored in the 3',5' triphosphate as compared to dApdA itself.
Base stacking. Watson-Crick conformers have been proposed for drug intercalated polynucleotides (37) (38) (39) . Another low energy conformer with \J) trans has to" U) = g ,g (C-3'-endo) while this u/.u) region is higher energy when ty is g . A third low energy conformer with ij) trans has 0)^,0) ° t,g (skewed), C-2'-endo pucker.
This extended conformer may play a role in the coil form of poly dA. The added phosphates cause an increased preference for the B helix over the A type.
